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I would like to nominate Eddie Jackson for employee of the month.  Eddie consistently does an 
outstanding job on the Service Desk answering telephone calls, assisting customers and 
mentoring his co-workers.  
Those of you that have called the Service Desk and spoken with Eddie know the type of 
employee I am talking about.  One important aspect to note is that a portion of callers to the 
Service Desk are not in the best of moods, primarily because something they need to function is 
broken and they cannot do their normal duties, which can be, and is, frustrating.  However, Eddie 
is always conscious of the customer’s feelings, he is very pleasant, sees your issue through to the 
end (he averaged well over 60 hours per week), follows up with you if the need arises, educates 
you on the issue when possible and always has a positive attitude.   
 
This has been reflected in the customer service survey results we have received about Eddie.  A 
couple examples, “I HAVE CALLED EDDIE SEVERAL TIMES NOW AND HE IS SO QUICK 
& EFFICIENT THAT WHEN I CALL THE SERVICE DESK, I AM HOPING I GET HIM 
EVERYTIME..I KNOW IT'S NOT POSSIBLE FOR HIM TO BE THERE ALL THE TIME, 
BUT EVERYTHING GETS "FIXED" IN THE SYSTEM WHEN WE ARE DOWN ON A 
COMPUTER IN IMC...THANKS EDDIE” or “Eddie was a big help to me today.  He helped me 
access the network from my at home PC and resolved the errors and update issues I have been 
having for the past week.  He is very knowledgeable and always willing to help.  Thanks Eddie!” 
His ability to lead from a technical standpoint has helped the Service Desk tremendously over the 
last couple years.  He has helped transform the Service Desk to a pro-active, automation 
department even while he consistently ranked at the top of the department for closed tickets (over 
4,000 in the last 12 months).  His colleagues look up to him and always comment on the fact that 
he is available to them when the need arises. 
From answering phones at the Service Desk to helping the department go to the next level, Eddie 
Jackson is an invaluable asset to Halifax Health. 
 
This is why I would like to nominate him, Eddie Jackson, for Employee of the Month. 
                   
 
Jim Francis                                                                                                                                                           
IT, Director of Technical Services 
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